
INSTRUMENT SECTION
THE MEASUREMENT AND SPECIFICATION OF OPTICAL

CHARACTERISTICS IN PROJECTOR PERFORMANCE

BY G. W. MOFFITT

In order to facilitate further improvement in the art of optical
projection it has become desirable to definitely recognize those
optical characteristics of projector performance which should
be the basis for judging the merits of any projector of whatever
construction. The measurement and specification of these
characteristics should also be considered and a system adopted
which will not only make possible a critical study and comparison
of the various types of projector but will also make the results
of such study and comparison generally available instead of leav-
ing this information entirely with a few.

Optically the performance of projectors may vary in defini-
tion, in screen illumination, and in quality. In addition to these
there are certain other phenomena-such as shutter effects and
vibration-that affect the optical performance but which are due
to causes entirely mechanical. For the presence of these defects
the optical system should not be blamed, but nevertheless account
must be taken of them in the specification of the optical charac-
teristics of projector performance. Moreover, it is obvious that
a consideration of the fine points in the optical performance of
projectors may be profitably taken up only after the objection-
able mechanico-optical effects have been reduced to an inoffensive
degree.

DEFINITION

The first demand on the optical system of a projector is that
it produce a well-defined screen image. Usually the projection
lens is held entirely accountable for the definition, but unless it is
properly supported by the machine good results may not be
obtained even with the best of lenses. If the film is not main-
tained in a proper fixed position relative to the optical system,
or if it is not allowed to remain stationary during the projection
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intervals, then the performance will be unsatisfactory no matter
how excellent the lens may be. Moreover, there are certain
optical relations between condensing system and projection lens
that may affect the definition to some extent. This matter will
be considered in a subsequent paragraph.

Of recent years the increasing use of the motion picture in the
home and in the school at rather short viewing distances and
with small screens has resulted in the production of apparatus
using miniature films. On the basis of conservative study of this
matter the conclusion is justifiable that there- is a proper place
for films of this kind. In some cases there has been a tendency
to crowd on the magnification and make these miniature outfits
project a picture much larger than was necessary for satisfactory
results. This practice requires a film magnification as high-
sometimes higher-than that required for standard projection
of very large pictures where the viewing distance is great. It
means that the miniature film demands a degree of correction
in the projection lens hitherto not called for in the standard sizes.
If these small films come into general use a very superior type
of projection lens will be required.

Formerly the specifications for good projection lenses did not
tax the resources of the designers. But now the increasing
demands for higher efficiency have made refinement necessary.
Relative apertures have been increased until-as seems to be the
opinion of many-further advance in this direction is limited by
the decreasing depth of focus in its relation to the mechanical
limits in maintaining the film position and contour. More and
more we find designers turning their attention to improvement in
definition, in transmission, and in quality of image. Along
with these advances in projection lens design the need has arisen
for a workable system of measurement and specification of pro-
jection lens performance and of the optical characteristics of
projector performance in general.

No doubt there are those who would advocate the use of
precision lens bench tests as the basis for the specification of
definition in projector performance. But while it is true that
the lens bench is a very useful aid in the critical study of the
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performance of lenses intended for use as visual or as photo-
graphic objectives it does not necessarily follow that it is uni-
versally applicable, except in the hands of an experienced worker.
Because of the power of the instrument to show up the defects
of a lens system there is sometimes a tendency to judge too
critically when examining a lens in this manner, and the necessity
for making allowances in the interpretation of the results gives
an-opportunity for bias and temperament to affect the judgment.
Of course this ability to reveal image defects makes the instru-
ment indispensable to the progressive designer who wants to
know in what way the lens is failing. Lens bench tests are made
with a uniform distribution of light over the aperture of the
objective whereas in actual projection this might be, but usually
is not, the case. In fact the intensity distribution over the area
of a projection lens aperture is usually very far from uniform.
This lack of uniformity is such that the performance of a projec-
tion lens will often be better than a lens bench test would lead
one to expect. Obviously then, the projection lens should be
tested in position and under actual working conditions. Il-
luminating systems differ considerably in the matter of uni-
formity of intensity at the lens. Therefore a lens possessing
considerable zonal aberration may show up better on some
projectors than on others. As higher and higher optical efficiency
is attained the opening of the projection lens will become more
and more uniformly and completely filled. Here again, it may
be noted, the conditions for improved efficiency demand better
correction of the aberrations of the projection lens.

The definition tests should be made when the machine is
completely adjusted for showing a picture of normal size at
normal screen distance. If the sum total of optical performance
as affected by the mechanical defects is desired the machine
should be running at full speed while readings are being made.
If it is suspected that the mechanical effects are of considerable
magnitude and that therefore the test may not be a fair one
for the optical system the readings should also be made with the
mechanism at rest. Thus whether the tests be made with the
machine in motion or stationary depends on whether one is
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testing the individual complete machine or the optical system of the
machine.

A suitable standardized plate, such as is shown in Fig. 1,
of sufficient rigidity to prevent warping may be placed in the
film-gate and the focus set for the best delineation of the central
hole. It is then a simple matter to find the position, with respect
to the screen plane, of the primary, the secondary, and the best
image, and also the distortion for any or all of the field points.
This may easily be done with a white card and a meter scale.

*~~~~ S

FIG. 1. Showing the arrangement of pin-holes in a proposed fm-gate stencil
plate suitable for the study and measurement of the aberrations

of a projection lens.

If any of the desired images fall behind the screen one may
place the focus for the central spot at a suitable small distance
in front of the screen and all of the images which it is desired
to measure may thereby be made accessible. Thus all that is
necessary to map the field is the standardized plate, a meter stick,
and a white card to serve as a search screen. Coma, as usual,
refuses to submit to numerical specification and we must be
content with a more or less qualitative statement regarding it.

In case the quality of the axial definition is in question one
may resort to a consideration of the best image size-after
making proper allowance for the geometrical magnification-or
to resolving power tests carried out in the usual way although
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resolving power tests of this kind made under conditions of
uniform flux density at the lens should be accepted here with
some reserve for the reasons already pointed out. The design
of a satisfactory resolving power test slide to fit into the film-gate
is a matter that might well receive considerable attention.

SCREEN ILLUMINATION

The measurement of screen illumination is comparatively easy
but deductions from such measurements should be drawn cau-
tiously for the contrast rendering ability is sometimes affected by
gain in illumination. Illumination gained at the expense of
contrast rendering ability may be no net gain at all. In order
that the illumination measurements may be complete it is neces-
sary to determine the intensity, the uniformity, the screen size and
distance. Measurements should always be taken with the machine
running for there are certain types of shutter that have a vignet-
ting action. Since the screen brightness always depends on the
characteristics of the screen itself it is obvious that screen illum-
ination and not screen brightness should always-be measured when
the performance of the projector alone is under consideration.
Machines with freak shutters having translucent blades, or blades
otherwise diffusive, offer some difficulty in the determination of

effective screen illumination and unless care be exercised the

conclusion may be reached that the effective illumination is
higher than is actually the case, the apparent gain being only
diffuse light that can do nothing but fog the screen and degrade
the quality of the projected picture. On the other hand per-
forated flicker blades, or flicker blades regularly transmitting a
portion of the light, may actually increase the effective illumina-
tion to some extent.

Uniformity of screen illumination is, perhaps, best expressed
by stating the ratio of the illumination at the various screen
points in question to that at the center of the screen. It would
be advisable to select and standardize a certain set of screen
points to be used in this connection. A stencil to fit the film-gate
could be made that would indicate on the screen the points at which
to make illumination readings. Fig. 2 shows a proposed stencil
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of this kind that is easily made of fine wires stretched on a frame.

The illumination is to be read in the small squares, these areas
being so chosen that a good idea of the distribution is obtained.

Whatever the arrangement of such a set of selected points may
be they should be so chosen that any lack of symmetry either
along horizontal or vertical lines will be apparent. There are a
number of factors entering into the question of the best distribu-
tion of screen illumination which would seem to indicate that a
uniform distribution, or even a symmetrically vignetted distribu-

FIG. 2. Stencil of fine wires for use in the measurement of screen illumina-
tion. Readings are made on the centers of the small squares.

tion, is not generally the best, and that there is no one type of
distribution that is best for all installations. Therefore a rather
complete statement of the distribution is desirable, in order
that one may estimate correctly the performance of the projector
in any given auditorium.

The results of a screen illumination test should be accom-
panied by a statement of screen size and distance, for both the
distribution of the light and the intensity may be changed in a
manner other than the size of the screen would lead one to expect.
The change in focus for different distances may necessitate
slight readjustments of the illuminating system and so change
slightly the effective diaphragming. And, of course, the perform-
-ance of a given machine for a given picture size with a projection
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lens of one focal length should not be taken to apply to the
performance of the same machine with a projection lens of the
same make but of another focal length the distance being changed
so that the picture size is maintained. It is well known that the
illumination falls off for a given picture size as the focal length of
the projection lens is increased. But it does not seem to be so
well known that there is no fundamental theoretical reason for
this and that present-day machines have this characteristic
simply because manufacturers have gotten into the habit of
making them that way.

Qualitative statements as to color effects, local patchiness, and
striations not revealed by the values of illumination at the
standardized points should also be included in the complete
statement of screen illumination, although no projector can be
considered good if it is not possible to eliminate such'defects.

QUALITY

Quality in projection is determined by those characteristics of a
projector which affect its ability to render faithfully the contrasts
of the film. It deserves more attention than it has received in
the past. Under this head we find the defects generally known
as "flare-spot" and "flare." Scattered light which does not
come through the lens but reaches the screen by other paths need
not be considered here for such light can always be controlled.

Fortunately nearly all good projection lenses are of a type
especially free from inherent flare-spot and flare, that is, the
design is such that reflection images are few in number and
advantageously located. But with the newer trend toward
higher relative aperture and higher film magnification a tendency
may be noted in some quarters to depart from the time-tried
types and exploit others neither so well suited to give high trans-
mission of image-forming light nor so fortunate in the small
number and desirable position of their reflection images.

Flare-spot.-This defect is noticeable whenever an image of a
strongly radiating point is formed by reflection between some of
the lens surfaces, the image so formed falling near the screen.
The result is that irregular areas of fog and more or less concen-
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trated spots of light may-play about on the screen, their position,
intensity, and motion depending on the character of the film
being shown. They may be more conspicuous with some condens-
ing systems than with others.

To detect the presence of flare-spot in a projector place the
definition test slide in the film-gate precisely as in the definition
test. Any other opaque slide having a number of small distributed
holes will serve. If splotches of light appear among the screen
images of the holes the system is afflicted with flare-spot. Obvi-
ously nothing more than a qualitative statement can be made
as to the extent to which this defect is present.

Flare.-Flare is usually due to out-of-focus flare-spot. That is,
the light which in some cases goes to make a flare spot is so
much out of focus that it is quite uniformly distributed over the
screen., Another source of degraded contrast in projection is
found in poorly polished surfaces and surfaces that are not
clean. Obviously all these causes of flare are more marked in
their effects the greater the number of air-glass surfaces.

If the machine is equipped with a shutter having any of its
blades translucent, or otherwise diffusing, the tests for flare
should be made with the machine running. Solid blades with
edges blackened would not be expected to have any noticeable
influence on the quality of the picture, but shutters with some of
the blades of diffusing material add to the total illumination
only by the amount of scattered light they throw onto the screen
with the result that the picture is degraded thereby.

The specification of flare may best be made by stating the
maximum contrast which the projector is capable of rendering in
the most unfavorable case, that is, when a small opaque object is
depicted on a fully illuminated screen. The necessary measure-
ments can be made by placing a small opaque and well-blackened
disk or strip in the film-gate as shown in Fig. 3, and then determ-
ining the ratio of full illumination on the screen adjacent to the
image of the disk or strip to that in the image itself. Care must
be taken to see that the measuring instrument is capable of
measuring the contrast obtained with the best lenses. Further-
more it must be used in such a way that there is no question of
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diffusely reflected light getting into the dark half of the photome-
ter field. A statement of the full illumination and of the picture
size should also be included.

FIG. 3. Proposed stetcils for flare determination.

CONCLUSION

By the use of some system of measurement and specification,
such as that here outlined, the optics of projection may be placed
on a definite basis quite as readily as has already been done for
the photographic objective. The improvement of the performance
by the improvement of one or more of the component parts is,
of course, a matter for the designer and its consideration is
beyond the scope of this paper.

FRANKFORD ARSENAL,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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